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Abstract -Based on algorithms of solving directly MHD partial differential equation algorithm (e.g., ATHENA [1], NIRVANA [2], 
ZEUS [3], FLASH [4], PIC [5-8], HPIC [9-11]), conventional simulation methods cannot attain the extreme range of scale for 3D 
turbulence fine-structure (Geometry and Physics) in flare-CME phenomena, especially for nanoflare heating problems. Here we present 
a parallel lattice Boltzmann algorithm based on plasma statistical physics, which allows us to reach even the relativistic regime necessary 
for modeling 3D turbulence fine-structure evolution. This innovative approach can simultaneously describe the continuous features of 
plasma at the macro-spatial-temporal scale, particle features of plasma at the micro-spatial-temporal scale, and particle features enforced 
by magnetic fields. However, the novel algorithm brings several challenges for fine-structure large-scale simulation, such as the 
gargantuan memory and storage requirements due to high dimensions and output data, and long simulation time, because each run takes 
a week. We propose optimization technologies for data access, communication, I/O, etc. These optimizations make it possible to achieve 
scalable and robust simulation (using up to 100,000 cores on the Tianhe-2 supercomputer) and the most extensive system ever run. For 
the first time, we can analyze the 3D turbulence fine structure by interacting with plasmas and magnetic fields in nanoflare. 
 
Keywords: Novel parallel lattice Boltzmann algorithm, Tianhe-2 Supercomputer, 3D large spatial-temporal turbulence 
reconnection, Plasma statistical physics, Computational Statistics, Statistical methodology. 
 
1. Introduction 

Magnetic reconnection (MR) is recognized to be a key driver in controlling the behavior of the flare-CME phenomena, 
especially for nanoflare heating problems. Which involves complex multi-spatial-temporal scale and fully coupled magnetic 
field & plasma motion physical processes. Substantial research efforts have shown that many kinetic scale fractal and 
turbulence magnetic structures [12-21]. 

We define these typical 3D continuous kinetic-dynamic-hydro (KDH) fully coupled MR on the solar-terrestrial space 
environment as 3D large spatial-temporal scale turbulent MR (3D LTSTMR) [22-24]. There are still many uncertainties 
(e.g., flare heating, wave-particle interaction acceleration) due to the limitation of current observation technologies and the 
incompleteness of the present theoretical system. As an independent way from theory and observations, numerical simulation 
provides an essential means for exploring the above phenomena. However, the conventional magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) 
simulation method (e.g., [1-11]) applied for simulating the discrete process by directly solving nonlinear coupled MHD 
partial differential equations (PDEs), is not able to comprehensively describe the following principal properties of LTSTMR 
at the same time: 

1. Small-scale kinetic particle characteristics. 
2. Large macro-scale dynamic flow characteristics. 
3. The particles and flows controlled by magnetic fields fluctuation-induced self-generating-organization (MF-ISGO), 

the plasma turbulence-induced self-feeding-sustaining (PT-ISFS), and the interaction of turbulence between MF-
ISGO and PT-ISFS). 
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Some algorithms (e.g., ATHENA [1], NIRVANA [2], ZEUS [3], FLASH [4]) are suitable for investigating plasma dynamics 
with large macro-scale properties, some algorithms (e.g., PIC [5-8], testing particles [9-11]) are suitable for investigating 
plasma properties with micro-scale properties. The significant challenges that need to be solved in the numerical simulation 
are as follows:  

1. In the continuous KDH fully coupled LTSTMR simulation domain, the scales of x, y, and z are on the order of 10E10 
~10E11, 10E8 ~10E9 and 10E7~10E8, respectively; in other words, the geometric simulation domain is a box in 
which the x-coordinate spans from 0.2 m to 1000,000 km, the y-coordinate spans from 0.2 m to 500,000 km, and the 
z-coordinate spans from 0.2 m to 100,000 km, respectively. The evolution time-scale is of the order of 10E10 
~10E11, ranging from 10E-5s to 10E5s; the temperature, density, ionization, magnetic strength, electron energy, and 
proton energy scales range respectively from 3,000 K to 1000,000 K, 10E27 m-3 to 10E15 m-3, 10E(-6) to 10 G to 
1,000G, KeV to MeV, and KeV to GeV (>100MeV, γ-ray emission), respectively. The number of generalized hyper-
singular terms in the distribution functions is larger and more complicated than the conventional MHD models in 
realistically turbulent plasma. All distribution functions (DFs) must meet the self-consistent conditions in the 
evolution of the entire domain.  

2. To describe the particles' behaviours inside the present model for each type of species, a set of configuration variables 
and parameters need to be defined in the whole simulation domain (ideal MHD region, hydro scale), the ion diffusion 
region (non-ideal ion MHD (IMHD); dynamic scale), and the electron diffusion region (non-ideal electron MHD 
(EMHD); kinetic scale) respectively.  

3. To describe nonlinear and continuous KDH fully coupled evolution in the physical picture, we must ensure that 
enough hyper-singular terms are included in the DF within the sensitive physical system. Moreover, the hyper-
singular terms significantly impact the stability of the numerical simulation system, which is one of the algorithm's 
significant sources of numerical instability.  

4. The continuous fully coupled 3D LTSTMR simulations have high requirements over the memory, processing unit 
(central processing unit, CPU), data communication, and serial/parallel I/O controllers (IOC). Recently, some 
researchers put forward the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) in plasma simulation, which differs from the 
conventional way of directly solving the PDEs algorithm [25-32]. At the same time, the essential core of statistical 
mechanics in this methodology brings the advantages of a more natural description of plasma properties and the 
disadvantages of a tremendous computation cost. This results in the LBM requiring more computing resources 
(RAM, CPU, IOC, and so on) than the traditional method of directly solving PDEs [1-11]. There has been 
unprecedented development of supercomputing platforms, making it possible to realize highly large-scale LBM. 

In this paper, we have developed a novel massively parallel LBM algorithm based on plasma statistical physics. This 
accomplishment allows us to get into the relativistic regime, which is essential for understanding the LTSTMR. Our 
innovative and daring approach can simultaneously describe the continuous features of plasma at the macro-spatial-temporal 
scale and particle features of plasma at the micro-Spatial-temporal scale of MR, which provides spherical geometry with 
both adequate spatial and temporal resolution. We then ran many cases, over 1000 of them, and used up to around 140 million 
CPU core hours on the Tianhe-2 Supercomputer at National Supercomputer Canter in Guangzhou (NSCC-GZ). Our heroic 
effort, together with the present algorithm, makes it possible, for the first time, to analyze the fully coupled self-generated 
turbulence by B and U collective interaction from the physical model directly. In Section 2.1, we introduced the set of 
equations for plasma statistical simulation methods, in which partial distributions are solved on a discrete lattice, in contrast 
to conventional MHD methods, which involve a numerical solution to PDE. In section 2.2, we present the evolution equations 
for the LBM DFs. In section 2.3, we introduce the framework-flowchart implementation of the parallel processing and the 
details of our parallel code design. We applied it to analyze large-scale 3D turbulence generated by plasmas within a magnetic 
field for the first time in section 3. Finally, we summarized the advantage of the present lattice Boltzmann algorithm. We 
introduced its possible applications in areas other than the flare-CME phenomena, such as the Sun-Earth system or the geo-
dynamo problem in the planetary cores, which is very different from the usual spherical harmonic expansion. 
. 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Basic equations 

The governing formulations of the plasma statistical algorithm and magnetic induction equation for resistive 
relativistic MHD can be written as [22-24,33-34],  
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Based on the mean-field theory, the relativistic U, B, and E are decomposed into their average and fluctuation 
components, which vary depending on the hydro-dynamic and kinetic scales. Then, the full-blown magnetic induction in the 
whole simulation domain and self-generated magnetic fields can be written as Eq. (2-3) [22-24, 35-37] and Eq. (4) [38,39], 
respectively. 

 

 
 The interaction between the magnetic field and plasma motion is translated into the interaction between different lattice 

grids in the KDH model. The pseudo-Larmor radius and pseudo gyroperiod of charged particles are defined by using the 
fractal index and adaptive lattice grid refinement, which significantly improved the computation efficiency compared with a 
traditional algorithm [1-11]. In our innovative algorithm, a set of equations for non-ideal MHD are solved in phase space 
which is of higher dimension (six) than the usual three-dimensional method, and the numerical dispersion error is suppressed. 
 
2.2 Distribution Function (DF) 

In our model, the magnetic field, the electric field, and the electromagnetic field in the diffusion region of the resistive 
relativistic LTSTMR are defined as the virtual magnetic flow composed of pseudo-magnetic particles, the virtual electric 
flow composed of pseudo-electric particles, and the virtual electromagnetic flow composed of pseudo-electromagnetic 
particles, respectively. The virtual flow (virtual magnetic flow, virtual electric flow, and virtual electromagnetic flow) and 
actual flow (ion flow, electron flow, and neutral flow) are respectively defined using DB3Q7, DE3Q13, De3Q19, Di3Q19, 
and Dn3Q27 lattice grids. The interactions and/or collisions between real particles (charged particle-to-charged particle, 
charged particle-to-neutral particle, neutral particle-to-neutral particle) are accurately described by these lattice grids [22-24, 
35-37] (Figure 1). The interactions between the fields (magnetic, electric, and electromagnetic) and the particles (neutral and 
charged particles) transformed into interactions between pseudo-particles in virtual flow and real particles in real fluid flow 
in the present algorithm system. Therefore, one outstanding issue is the interaction between pseudo and real particles in the 
regime where resistive relativistic MHD diffusion dominates. In this 7-dimensional spatial-temporal space, the geometry 
space (geometry simulation domain) and physical space (motion turbulence, field fluctuation, and the interaction between 
them) are classified into regular cubic lattice grids. Each lattice grid has xi extended vectors that link the grid with its 
neighbours. Each extended vector is associated with a DF. We do not know that the computational domain is spherical 
because we have started with a cube and have cut truncated the eight corners to approximate a sphere. Then, we can combine 
all the discretized equilibrium DF, MF-ISGO, PT-ISFS, and interaction of turbulence between MF-ISGO and PT-ISFS in 
the resistive relativistic MHD can be translated into the interactions and collisions of the extended particles by the following 
framework-flowchart and its implementation. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the flowchart and implementation for the input model (Workflow A), the discrete distribution function 

(workflow B), evolution and I/O (workflow C), and output analysis (workflow D). Pseudo-code diagram for the flow chart link: 
https://pan.cstcloud.cn/s/4XBboTmcSkI. 

 
2.3 Flowchart of the massively parallel program 

We develop a robust novel model to solve MR problems in realistically turbulent plasma. LTSTMR has many difficulties 
in physical, mathematical, and numerical modeling. This algorithm program consists of three parts (input file preparation, 
computing, and output data analysis), written in multiple languages (C, FORTRAN, PYTHON, IDL, and Tecplot scripts). 
The pre-process, post-process, and visualization are based on a GPU-CPU heterogeneous computing system, which has a 
significantly different architecture and program skeleton pink from the CPU isomorphic computing system. A discrete CPU-
GPU system provides high performance but has the disadvantage of slow communication between the GPU cores and CPU 
cores. In the large-scale simulation, we divide computing and communication into two separate processes; the CPU handles 
the HPC computing tasks, while the GPU handles the post and communication processes. The present algorithm is costly 
regarding computational resources and memory, even the adaptive lattice grid refinement (GALGR and PALGR). Compared 
to the conventional MHD algorithms, this dramatically improves computational efficiency. The pseudo-Larmor radius and 
pseudo-cyclotron time of the charged particles are defined and applied by the fractal index in the algorithm. The high costs 
come from the following three factors: 1) The self-consistency between the geometric adaptive lattice grid refinement 
(GALGR) and physical adaptive lattice grid refinement (PALGR, DB3Q7, DE3Q13, De3Q19, Di3Q19, Dn3Q27). Improper 
setup causes physical, numerical and system errors that terminate the main program. 2) The self-consistency between the 
numerically implemented matrices size (collision and interaction between different size lattice grids) and main memory. 

https://pan.cstcloud.cn/s/4XBboTmcSkI
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Improper setup results in reduced computational efficiency and leads to transient node overload. 3) The noise (error) due to 
the improper setup of initial conditions leads to simultaneous transient overload of all the nodes, which can cause the system 
to fail.   

Now we display our novel massively parallel LB algorithm by showing the flowchart framework of pseudo code and 
how to implement this to demonstrate how this algorithm can successfully solve the 3D LTSTMR. We set down the basic 
definitions of the lines, arrows, special symbols, and texts used in the flowcharts and pseudo codes in the flowcharts and 
pseudo codes (Figure 1). 

1. Geometry & physics input: The D(i)XQY (X and Y denote the dimensionality and the number of discrete physical 
variables; DB3Q7, DE3Q13, DEM3Q13, De3Q19, Di3Q19, Dn3Q27), the DF are defined in the simulation domain. 

2. Error limit, noise level, and memory: To maintain the load stability (CPU and RAM loads), we define different error 
limits and noise level modes at different temporal-spatial scales. A framework for predicting the computational resource 
consumption (CRC) of CPU (CRC|_CPU) and memory (CRC|_RAM) is designed in the algorithm. When the two predicted 
values (CRC|_CPU, CRC|_RAM) are inconsistent, the maximal value is used as a parameter in the input file. Another method 
to reduce the CPU and RAM loads is to control the number of super-particles in each DXQY model during the evolution. 

3. Normalization and self-consistent determination: Normalization is essential in implementing the algorithm, especially 
for studying self-consistent determination in the relaxation of interaction between particles. The input setup section 
transforms all the input variables and parameters into dimensionless values. The self-consistent determination for the initial 
fields and the plasma parameters in the ideal and non-ideal MHD (IMHD and EMHD) simulation domain is performed by 
applying Gauss's law of magnetism and the continuity equation. 

4. Identify particle types, species, and initial boundary condition: There are several types and species of particles 
throughout the simulation box; to make all the streaming and collisions (direct and indirect) can add to all the different 
particles of the system, the interactions between particles on the background (BG), current sheet (CS), and on the boundaries 
of the BG and CS have been defined. 

5. Discretization of DF: The most natural representation of the joint discrete DFs is as six (zeta=1 ~ 3, B, E, and EM) 8 
× 28 matrices of 8×28 independent components for each species (iota = 1,2,3...). The eight dimensions are based on the 
arrays. The CPU matrices store the discrete DF for subsequent calculations in the main program. The GPU matrices, created 
according to the structures of the 8x28 matrices, are accountable for analysing the output data. The MHD plasma is composed 
of mixed particles (iota=1, Hydrogen; nu < 0, ionized plasma) and is taken as an example for discretizing the DF and 
introduced as follows (Figure 1). 1) Building the discrete DF matrices from GPU cores, where each component value of the 
given matrices is a function of eight independent variables: 2). Converting the six DF matrices into a general discrete DF 
matrix, identifying the virtual and the real flow, and finishing the self-correction test in the phase space using Gauss's law of 
magnetism and the continuity equation; 3) Decomposing the algebraic expression of the discrete DF, determining the 
relationship between the DF_8×99 and the ionization parameter; 4) Converting DF_8×99 into an array DF__GPU in the 
GPU cores. The algorithm can utilize more resources on each GPU processor than on a CPU processor, which can store the 
discrete distribution function matrices on the continuous KDH fully coupled temporal-spatial scale; 5). Establishing a new 
array architecture based on DF_GPU, then saving it to investigate the output data created in Evolution and post process. 

6. Evolution 
This part of the computation consumes most computational resources. We create different arrays to save all the physical 

parameters and then use these arrays to monitor the CPU, memory, and communication loads at every simulation time step. 
 
3. Applications 

To verify the reliability of the present algorithm, we applied the developed code to investigate the LTSTMR. Here the 
complex 3D turbulence features in the MF-ISGO, the PT-ISFS, and the interaction of turbulence between MF-ISGO and PT-
ISFS in the continuous KDH fully coupled LTSTMR were simulated for the first time. The followings are some basic 
parameters used in these simulations. The proton to electron mass ratio is assumed to be mi/me=1836, and the electron CSs 
with peak density n0 superimposed on a uniform BG density nb=0.05×n0 is set up in 3D (x,y,z) space =16000×32000×16000  
lattice gird points. The total number of SPs is 8000×16000×8000×2𝑛𝑛�, where 𝑛𝑛� >8 and depends on the number density of the 
BG. The initial magnetic configuration is normalized, and the simulation results are presented in normalized units. Both 
force-free MR (including resistive tearing model, ideal MHD kink mode) and forced MR evolution manner are considered. 
From the simulation results, we can summarize: 
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Figure 2: Interaction between twisting magnetic vortex flux tube (yellow) and twisting plasma fluid vortex flux tube (blue) in the self-

generated turbulence evolution in B and U decoupled beyond ideal MHD diffusion region from 6522800𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
−1 to 6602800𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

−1. 
Animation online file http://ddl.escience.cn/f/UIUF. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Magnetic field vortex shedding-driven by plasma fluid vortex flux tube vs. Plasma fluid field vortex shedding -driven by 

magnetic vortex flux tube from 6522800 𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
−1to 6602800 𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

−1 .Animation online file https://pan.cstcloud.cn/s/ikIgLHMFTaE. 
 

1. The self-generated turbulence by the magnetic field and plasma motion collective interaction includes two fully 
coupled processes of (1) fluid vortex-induced MR and (2) MR-induced fluid vortex. The Biermann Battery Term and 𝛼𝛼-
effect can not only generate magnetic fields, but can serve them to trigger MR, and the Spitzer resistance and turbulence 
resistance can not only generate magnetic eddies but can help to trigger fluid turbulence. 

2. These interaction leads to vortex splitting and phase separating instabilities, and there are four species instabilities 
that coexist in the evolution process: 1) Vortex separation interface instabilities. 2) Magnetic fluctuation-induced self-
generating-organization instabilities. 3) Plasma turbulence-induced self-feeding-sustaining instabilities. 4) Vortex shedding 
instabilities (Figures 2 and 3).  All the simulation results agree well with the latest observational data [48-49] and theories 
[40-47]. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

We have developed and exploited a novel massively parallel lattice Boltzmann algorithm, based on plasma statistical 
physics [40-45] to investigate large-scale turbulence generated by involving plasmas and magnetic field in LTSTMR in 
Solar-Earth system. First, we introduced in detail the design and implementation of the novel LBM algorithm, which models 
number densities on a discrete lattice. We tested the mathematical algorithm's correction, reliability, stability, and efficiency 
[22-24,27]. We can explain the reason for the suitability of this innovative and daring approach to be able to simultaneously 
describe the continuous feature at macro-temporal-spatial and particle feature at micro-temporal-spatial MR, which are 

http://ddl.escience.cn/f/UIUF
https://pan.cstcloud.cn/s/ikIgLHMFTaE
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modeled in spherical geometry with both enough spatial and accurate temporal resolution. Second, we have shown that the 
proposed optimization algorithms have improved the developed program's performance, enabling scalable and robust runs 
over the Tianhe-2 system. Third, we used our algorithm to simulate the basic features of the turbulence in the MF-ISGO, the 
turbulence in the PT-ISFS, and the interaction of turbulence between MF-ISGO and PT-ISFS in the continuous KDH fully 
coupled 3D LTSTMR for the first time. All the simulation results agree well with the latest observational data [48-49] and 
theories [40-47]. In general, a major effort together with the present algorithm make it possible for the first time ever to 
analyze the fully coupled self-generated turbulence by plasmas and magnetic collective interaction from the physical model 
directly. Our approach surpasses previous numerical efforts such as those used in other MHD equations because we have (1) 
a more complete set of equations in MHD and plasma dynamics, (2) a superior discretization scheme using LBM, and (3) a 
very powerful supercomputer, Tianhe-2. With the advantage of the present algorithm, we also see possible applications in 
fields other than flare-CME phenomena, such as the Sun-Earth system or the Planetary interior dynamo problem, using a 
method different from the usual spherical harmonic expansion. 
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